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ABSTRACT

Increasing fruit and vegetable (FV) consumption is associated with reduced risk of major diseases. However, it is unclear if health benefits are related to increased micronutrient intake or to improvements in overall diet profile.

This review aimed to assess if increasing FV consumption had an impact on diet profile. In the systematic review, twelve studies revealed increases in micronutrient intakes, whilst the meta-analysis confirmed macronutrient findings from the systematic review showing no significant difference between the intervention and control groups in energy (kcals) in seven studies (mean difference = 1 kcals [95% CI = -115, 117]; \( P = 0.98 \)), significant decreases in total fat (% energy) in 5 studies (Mean difference = -4% [95% CI = -5, -3]; \( P = <0.00001 \)) and significant increases in fibre in 6 studies (Mean difference = 5.36 grams [95% CI = 4, 7]; \( P = <0.00001 \)) and total carbohydrate (% energy) in 4 studies (Mean = 4% [95% CI= 2, 5]; \( P= <0.00001 \)).

In conclusion, results indicate that increased FV consumption increases micronutrient, carbohydrate and fibre intakes and possibly reduces fat intake, with no overall effect on energy intake. Therefore health benefits may act through an improvement in overall diet profile alongside increased micronutrient intakes.
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INTRODUCTION

The World Health Organisation (WHO) recommends consumption of at least 400g of fruit and vegetables (FV), equating to 5 portions, per day (World Health Organisation, 1990; Cox et al., 1998; Naska et al., 2000; Whybrow et al., 2006). Evidence suggests an inverse association between consumption of fruit and/or vegetables and risk of non-communicable diseases such as, cardiovascular disease, stroke and several cancers (Dauchet et al., 2005; Dauchet et al., 2006; He et al., 2006; He et al., 2007; WCRF report, 2007). Despite this, the UK intake of FV is below these recommendations, with the National Diet and Nutrition Survey reporting that 86% of UK adults consume less than 5 portions per day, with 62% failing to reach 3 portions per day (Henderson et al., 2002; Ashfield-Watt et al., 2003; Carter et al., 2010). It was estimated that, in 2000, low consumption of FV was accountable for 4.9% of deaths worldwide (Hall et al., 2009).

FV in general contain low levels of protein and fat, moderately high levels of fibre and, mostly in the case of fruit, fairly high levels of carbohydrate (Whybrow et al., 2006). The potential health benefits of FV, however, are usually attributed to the high levels of micronutrients, including antioxidants, carotenoids, flavonoids and vitamin C which are naturally occurring in these foods (World Health Organisation, 2002). These micronutrients have been suggested to work in a number of potential ways, such as reducing oxidative stress, improving blood pressure and homeostasis regulation and increasing insulin sensitivity (Zino et al., 1997; Appel et al., 1997; Van Duyn & Pivonka, 2000; Bazzano et al., 2003; Dauchet et al., 2006). Therefore it is postulated that increasing FV consumption has direct health benefits because of the direct biological effects of these nutrients. However, it is also postulated that increased consumption may indirectly improve health by changing the overall balance of the diet, for example, less healthy foods may be displaced by fruit and vegetables. FV are low in energy density and have high water content, allowing individuals to have larger
portion sizes of these foods, whilst potentially lowering the amount of energy consumed (Svendsen et al., 2007). FV, being rich in fibre, may also promote satiety, thus reducing consumption of other foods that promote weight gain and increase disease risk (Rolls et al., 2004; Slavin, 2005). It is, therefore, unclear whether the health benefits of FV are directly related to the intrinsic properties of these foods and the micronutrients they contain or to the impact of their consumption on overall diet profile.

Therefore the aim of this systematic review and meta-analysis was to assess if increasing consumption of FV had any significant impact on the balance of the overall diet, based on macro- and micronutrient intake data recorded in randomised controlled intervention trials which increased FV consumption.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Search Strategy

Published randomised controlled intervention trials encouraging increased consumption of FV were identified using a search strategy which was developed in Medline and adapted for 5 other search databases - PUBMED, EMBASE, Web of Science (Science Citation Index), Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied Health Literature (CINAHL) and the Cochrane Library (clinical trials section). The key search terms used in all databases were: “fruit” OR “fruit juices” AND “vegetables” OR “vegetable juices” combined with “intervention” OR “trial” OR “clinical trial”. The search included papers from the earliest record until April 2010. Where possible, the search was limited to adult studies and publications in the English language (Web of Science, CINAHL and the Cochrane Library did not have options for limiting the search to adult studies only, however any studies not conducted in adults were
excluded in later stages of the review process). Additionally, the bibliographies of included papers were reviewed and any papers found were added.

**Study Selection**

For inclusion, publications had to be intervention trials which required adult subjects to increase only FV intake in the diet and to make no other diet or lifestyle changes. Publications were excluded if they were not intervention trials; if the intervention required participants to change other aspects of their diet i.e. to decrease fat intake whilst increasing FV intake; if it was not a free-living study i.e. diets were provided or were specific in nutrient content; or no dietary intake data was presented in the text. The search was carried out by one reviewer (SF) and papers were then reviewed and discarded on initial screening if the reviewer could determine with certainty from the title that the study was not a FV intervention trial or if it was an intervention with a single fruit or vegetable only. Abstracts were then obtained for all other publications and again discarded if the reviewer could determine from the abstract that the study did not meet the criteria. When a paper could not be included/excluded with certainty from the abstract, the full text of the article was acquired for further evaluation. The suitability of each full text publication was assessed by one reviewer (SF) and checked by a second (JW).

**Data Extraction**

Data was extracted from the full text publications by one author (SF) and independently assessed by one further author (JW). Relevant data included the first author’s name, year of publication, country of origin, the number of portions subjects had to consume during the intervention, duration of the intervention, if there was a run-in period, if there was a control group, the health status of the subjects, number of subjects, sex, age and BMI of subjects and if dietary advice had been given. Further dietary data was extracted on macro- and
micronutrient intakes and information on portions of FV consumed. Different measurements of FV intake were reported in studies, for example, grams per day, and portions per day, so to standardise the data, all FV were converted to portions per day, using a standard portion size of 80 g, according to UK Department of Health/ National Health Service guidelines (NHS, 2009). Energy intake was standardised to kilocalories per day after conversion from mega joules (MJ) and kilojoules (kJ). Data from two papers by Djuric et al., (2002 & 2006) were combined, as both papers presented on the same trial, with one paper presenting data for energy and fat and the other presenting micronutrient data therefore these were displayed in the results tables as one study. If full dietary data from the individual studies was not available in the paper, study authors were not contacted. Any disagreement between authors regarding evaluation of data was resolved through discussion.

Statistical Methods

For the purposes of the meta-analysis, only studies reporting between-group statistical comparisons were included. Means and standard deviations were taken from the intervention and control groups at the post-intervention time point, and these data were entered into Review Manager Version 5, which produced forest plots showing the pooled effect of the interventions. The heterogeneity of study estimates in each of the forest plots was established using chi-square tests and measured by the I² statistic (Higgins et al., 2003). Standard random effects models were used to pool the mean difference in outcome between the intervention and control group across the independent studies (DerSimonian & Laird, 1986) as heterogeneity between studies was anticipated.

RESULTS
The search, which is summarised in Figure 1, identified 6413 potentially relevant publications. After removal of duplicate publications across the 6 search databases and exclusion on the basis of titles and abstracts, 173 full text publications were retrieved. One hundred and sixty-one of these publications were excluded because: they were not randomised controlled intervention trials (n=17); the intervention goals were not specific to increasing FV only (n=88); the entire diets were provided by the investigators (n=43); subjects were not given free choices of FV or the interventions were very specific (n=5); or no dietary intake data was presented (n=8). Twelve publications were included in the systematic review (although with the combining of the two Djuric papers, mentioned previously, this is presented as eleven papers within the results tables) and seven of these presented data in a suitable format (i.e. reported between-group statistical comparisons of macronutrient intake) to be included in the meta-analysis.

Study Characteristics

Tables 1 and 2 summarise the study characteristics for all publications which met the inclusion criteria.

Table 1 displays studies which reported between-group difference (i.e. difference between intervention and control groups). The reported baseline FV intakes ranged between 1.9 and 7.3 portions per day, with post-intervention difference between groups ranging between 2.2 and 5.8 portions per day. Four of eight studies used healthy subjects. The mean age of participants included in the trials ranged from 27.8 years to 58.6 years. Six of the eight studies gave dietary advice to subjects, whilst the remaining two studies did not give any advice to subjects. Dietary advice was mainly given by dieticians or study researchers and included ways of incorporating or increasing FV into the diet.
Table 2 displays studies which reported on within-group change (i.e. post- minus pre-intervention). The reported baseline FV intakes ranged between 4.0 and 5.4 portions per day, with difference in intake post- minus pre-intervention ranging between 1.9 and 7.1 portions per day. Two of the three studies used subjects with a history of cancer (either a family history or those previously treated for cancer) and one study used obese subjects. The mean age of participants included in the trials ranged from 21 to 68 years. All three studies gave dietary advice to subjects, similar to that given in the between-group studies.

Analysis of Findings for Systematic Review

Macronutrient Data - Table 3 shows a summary of the results for between-group (intervention vs. control) difference post-intervention. Seven of the eight studies summarised in the table reported on difference in macronutrient intake between groups, the remaining study by Rock et al., (2001) reported micronutrient data only. One study from the seven showed significant increases in energy intake in the intervention compared to the control group, with the remaining studies reporting no significant difference in energy intake in response to increased FV consumption. Four out of the seven studies showed significant decreases in total fat intake, with the three studies measuring saturated fat intake all showing significant decreases post-intervention. Both of the studies which measured monounsaturated fat also found significant decreases. Four of six studies reporting on carbohydrate intake and five of six studies reporting on fibre intake showed significant increases in response to increased FV intake. One of two studies showed significant increases in total sugar intake. Polyunsaturated fat (n=2), starch (n=1) and protein (n=5) intake did not change in response to increased FV intake in any of the studies reporting these nutrients. Most trials included subjects with a BMI of ≤ 25 kg/m². Six studies reported body weight data; of these, one study reported a significant increase in body weight (Cox et al., 1998), one study reported a significant decrease in body weight (Svendsen et al., 2007) and four studies reported no
significant difference in body weight post-intervention (Maskarinec et al., 1999; Smith-Warner et al., 2000; Watzl et al., 2005; Whybrow et al., 2006). Examining body weight in relation to energy/fat intakes showed that 2 studies reporting no significant change in body weight, also reported significant decreases in fat intakes of 8% (Maskarinec et al., 1999) and 4% (Smith-Warner et al., 2000), with no significant change in energy intakes. Furthermore the study by Cox et al. (1998) showed significant increases in body weight alongside a non-significant decrease in both energy (-24 kcals) and fat (-3%) intakes. Svendsen et al. (2007) found significant decreases in body weight together with significant decreases in fat intakes of -4% and non-significant decreases in energy intake (-213 kcals). Two studies by Watzl et al. (2005) and Whybrow et al. (2006) showed neither significant change in body weight or energy/fat intakes.

Studies which only presented within-group differences (post- minus pre-intervention) are shown in table 4. Only one study out of three showed significant increases in energy intake post FV intervention. One of three studies reported significant decreases in total fat intake post intervention, with no significant change being found in saturated fat intake in the one study which reported saturated fat. Of the studies which reported on carbohydrate (n=1), protein (n=1) and fibre intakes (n=2) no significant differences were found. BMI or body weight data were not included for any of these trials however one study did report that subjects had significantly increased body weight post-intervention (Djuric et al., 2002 & 2006) and this study also reported significant increases in energy intakes (+166 kcals) during the intervention, although significant decreases in fat intakes (-2%) were also reported. Furthermore one study reported significant decreases in body weight post-intervention (Lapointe et al., 2010). Dietary intake data from this study showed decreases in energy intakes (-90 kcals) and fat intakes (-2%), however these did not reach statistical significance.
Micronutrient Data – Table 5 shows a summary of studies reporting between-group difference for micronutrient intakes. Of the studies reporting on beta-carotene and vitamin C (four of four studies each), total carotenoids and vitamin A (one of one studies each), alpha-carotene and lutein (two of two studies), and the study by Cox et al. (1998), which reported alpha- and beta-carotene together, all showed significant increases when FV intake was increased. Increases were also seen in the two studies reporting on lycopene and beta-cryptoxanthin, however only one study for each nutrient showed significant increases, whilst the other study did not reach statistical significance. Similarly for vitamin E, two of three studies showed significant increases.

Table 6 shows a summary of the micronutrient intakes for studies reporting within-group difference in response to increased FV consumption. Of the two studies reporting on beta-carotene and vitamin C, both showed statistically significant increases. Le Marchand et al. (1994) was the only within-group study to report on alpha-carotene and beta-cryptoxanthin which showed non-significant increases, as well as lutein, lycopene and total carotenoids all of which showed statistically significant increases. Vitamin E was reported by one study but showed no difference when FV intake was increased.

As the majority of studies reported an increase in micronutrient intake as a result of increased FV consumption, these nutrients were not considered further.

Analysis of Findings for Meta-Analysis

For the meta-analysis results were pooled from seven of the eleven intervention studies in the systematic review, using only those reporting between-group differences post-intervention, Rock et al (2001) could not be included as only micronutrients were reported in this paper. Energy in kilocalories (Figure 2), carbohydrate reported as either % food energy (Figure 3) or grams (Figure 4), fat reported as either % food energy (Figure 5) or grams (Figure 6),
and fibre (Figure 7) were the nutrients reported by a sufficient number of studies to perform a meta-analysis. There was no evidence of a difference in energy in kilocalories between the intervention and control group when FV intake was increased in the seven studies examined (Mean difference= 1 kcal [95% CI= -115, 117]; \( P=0.98 \); Figure 2). Four studies reported on carbohydrate intakes (expressed as % food energy) and these showed a significant increase in intervention compared to control when FV were increased (Mean= 4% [95% CI= 2, 5]; \( P=<0.00001 \); Figure 3), however the two studies reporting carbohydrate intake in grams, showed no significant difference (Mean= 12 grams [95% CI= -25, 49]; \( P=0.54 \); Figure 4). In the five studies reporting on fat intake, there was a significant decrease in fat, reported as % food energy, in the intervention group compared with the control group (Mean difference= -4% [95% CI= -5, -3]; \( P=<0.00001 \); Figure 5). In the three studies, which reported fat intake in grams, when FV intake was increased there was a trend towards a decrease in fat intake (Mean difference= -9 grams [95% CI= -23, 5]; \( P=0.21 \)). Finally, in the six studies reporting on fibre intake, there was a significant increase in the intervention group compared with the control group (Mean difference= 5 grams [95% CI= 4, 7]; \( P=<0.00001 \)). There was little evidence of heterogeneity between studies, for energy, carbohydrate as % food energy, carbohydrate in grams, fat as % food energy, fat in grams, or fibre (\( I^2 = 33\%, = 41\%, = 0\%, = 0\%, = 43\% \) and = 27\%, respectively).

**DISCUSSION**

This study has shown, using systematic review and meta-analysis techniques, that some significant improvements can be seen in the overall diet profile when FV intakes are increased. These improvements are seen in both macro- and micronutrient intakes.

**Macronutrient Profile**
Our macronutrient results show that increasing FV intake leads to an increase in carbohydrate and fibre intakes. Our data also suggest that subjects may have been substituting the higher fat foods in their diet for the additional FV, with apparent decreases being observed in total, saturated and monounsaturated fat intakes, expressed as % food energy. Previous literature has suggested that individuals with higher FV consumption have reduced intakes of meat (Elmstahl et al., 1999; Smith-Warner et al., 2000), although our data showed no significant changes in protein intake when FV were increased, and protein was therefore not included in the meta-analysis. We were unable to examine specific differences in food habits in order to formally assess whether individuals are displacing other food groups in the diet when FV intakes are increased, and what foods are typically affected. Specific differences at the food level are worthy of further investigation, as is what impact these changes have on a broader spectrum of macronutrients and the possible beneficial/detrimental effects of this spectrum of macronutrient changes on health.

**Micronutrient Profile**

The majority of micronutrients increased significantly across all studies in the systematic review, and therefore further examination by meta-analysis was not carried out. In a western diet, FV intakes tend to be low (Lock et al., 2005; Hall et al., 2009), and consumers are increasingly using supplements which contain these essential micronutrients (Lui, 2003; Hoare et al., 2004; Velicer & Ulrich, 2008; Hutchinson et al., 2010), however it is not known whether supplements contain similar health benefits or if increasing levels of micronutrients in this way is safe (Miller et al., 2005; Bjelakovic et al., 2010; Mursu et al., 2011). This review suggests that by attempting to increase micronutrient consumption through supplement use rather than FV intake, extra health benefits in terms of changes in macronutrient and fibre intake may also be missed.
Strengths & Limitations

To our knowledge, this is the first systematic review and meta-analysis examining FV consumption and differences in macronutrient and micronutrient intake. The search strategy was systematic and broad search terms ensured that as many relevant papers as possible were retrieved. This review also has several limitations. Firstly, the small number of papers (n=7) included in the meta-analysis may mean that definite conclusions cannot be drawn. Furthermore, because of the small number of papers included, regression analysis to examine the magnitude of changes per portion increase of FV could not be carried out. The Cochrane handbook recommends no less than 10 papers in a meta-regression, otherwise conclusions drawn may be deceptive (Higgins, 2011). Secondly the potential of over- or under-reporting of various food groups by study subjects will have affected dietary intake data; this is a problem in any study of dietary intake (Kristal et al., 1994; Herbert et al., 1995; Miller et al., 2008), with participants more likely to underreport their energy intake and over-report fruit and vegetable intake. The majority of energy/fat intakes did not correlate with changes in body weight in the studies reporting on these findings, with some studies acknowledging that underreporting was likely (Cox et al., 1998; Maskarinec et al.1999). Only one study by Svendsen et al. (2007) showed consistent results with significant decreases in body weight alongside significant decreases in fat intake. Furthermore it is probable that accuracy of reporting is not the only limitation of dietary data collection but the likelihood that keeping a record of dietary intakes may also influence choices and therefore alter usual intakes (Djuric et al., 2006). Thirdly, in four of the eight between-group studies and in all three of the within-group studies, subjects had baseline FV intakes > four portions per day; this is greater than population averages reported in the literature (Henderson et al., 2002; Ashfield-Watt et al., 2003; Carter et al., 2010), therefore these individuals had a relatively healthy diet and lifestyle prior to inclusion in the studies, and cannot be said to be representative, and this may
have affected the dietary choices they made when increasing FV consumption. These subjects may have been of a higher socioeconomic status, been more interested in their health, and therefore more likely to participate in intervention studies. Finally, there was heterogeneity between the studies, in relation to the inclusion of potatoes in some studies as a portion of FV, differences in guidance given on FV choices, the duration of the interventions and differences in the dietary advice and support which was given to study participants and this may have affected our findings.

Conclusions

In conclusion, this systematic review and meta-analysis has shown that by increasing FV consumption, micronutrient intake increases, energy intake stays the same, carbohydrate and fibre intake seem to increase, whilst total fat may decrease. This is likely to lead to improvements in the overall diet profile. Thus the increased consumption of FV may not only directly contribute to health benefits through increased micronutrient intake, but may also lead to a potential increase in carbohydrate and fibre intakes and a possible reduction in fat intake. What is unclear, and has not been possible to deal with in this review, is if these differences in macronutrient and fibre intakes are due to the inclusion of extra FV over and above the usual diet, or due to displacement of less healthy foods from the diet. The lack of observed difference in energy intake would imply that at least some substitution is taking place.

Further intervention studies are needed, to determine how people incorporate extra FV into their diet in a free-living situation, and what impact this has on overall dietary profile. For researchers conducting FV intervention studies it may be beneficial to try to incorporate
an examination of the impact of FV increase on broader changes at the food and nutrient level.
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